
Dawn Foods Case Study
CASE STUDY

In anticipation of Dawn Foods’ 100th anniversary and two 

innovative new product launches, Elevation’s team presented 

a five-tier creative strategy based on consumer insights 

and learning from the field to generate greater awareness 

among target audiences and transform the brand.
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Nearly a century ago, Dawn Foods began with 

two unassuming yet entrepreneurial bakers who 

blended and sold the ingredient mix of their 

successful line of donuts to other bakers, and in 

the process became the nation’s first industrial 

baking company. More than nine decades 

later, Dawn Foods has evolved into a $2 billion, 

multinational baking supplier manufacturing a 

variety of sweet baked goods for retail grocery 

bakeries, food service, wholesale accounts and 

independent bakeries. The success of Dawn 

Foods is attributed to several core capabilities, 

including a robust technical knowledge of 

ingredients and the baking process, strong 

long-term relationships with key customers and 

industry leaders, full-service distribution and 

logistics capabilities throughout the U.S., and 

an entrepreneurial mindset that leverages their 

experience across multiple channels. Dawn’s 

100th anniversary will be in 2020, and it will be 

an important year for the company, providing an 

ideal opportunity to launch two transformational 

new products: a donut mix formulated with 

input from professional chefs to create a texture 

unlike any other in a fraction of the time and a 

new range of concentrated compounds that give 

bakers an expanded palette of gourmet flavors 

to create and customize all sorts of sweets. 

Elevation’s team 
believed the 
anniversary 
provided 
an amazing 
opportunity to 
tell Dawn’s story 
at a deeper level, 
raise awareness 
and change 
buyers’ habits.

BACKGROUND



In preparing for its 100th anniversary, Dawn Foods 

developed an internal brand awareness program 

called “Secret Behind the Smile” that aimed to 

highlight superior quality ingredients, technical 

baking expertise and real baker relationships, and 

then connect those to the company’s key benefits. 

The hope was that the internal campaign would 

increase the brand’s overall awareness among 

bakers and drive leads. Unfortunately, the results 

of the “Secret Behind the Smile” campaign were 

lackluster, and Dawn’s internal program neither 

built the brand awareness that Dawn Foods 

expected, nor did it generate the number of leads 

that the company had planned it would. Dawn 

Foods reached out to Elevation Marketing for help 

developing a creative strategy and campaign 

to bring new customers into the franchise and 

drive current customers into the lower sales 

funnel, ultimately making more purchases.

CHALLENGE

Can a 100-year-
old company 
be disruptive? 



Elevation strategy team members reviewed the extensive research provided by 

Dawn Foods, particularly around the artisan bakers and small- and medium-

sized manufacturers (SMMs) target audiences, seeking to distinguish areas 

of opportunity and identifying potential areas of concern. In addition, we 

reached out to a few key influencers in our agency network who had direct 

or indirect experience and/or knowledge of Dawn Foods and the products 

offered. The research findings and anecdotal feedback from the field indicated 

that the creative behind Dawn’s internal brand awareness program was not 

breaking through the clutter in the marketplace and was not disruptive enough 

to garner the attention that was needed. Only half of the artisan bakers and 

small- and medium-sized manufacturers were aware of the Dawn Foods 

brand and product offerings. As a result of these efforts, we were able to 

ascertain a number of data points and key behaviors to leverage and build our 

recommendations on how to build credibility with the target audiences and 

clearly communicate the benefits of partnering with Dawn Foods. 

Creative Analysis – What did we do?

After reviewing the research and identifying key brand strengths and weaknesses 

of the Dawn Foods brand, Elevation Marketing developed a series of creative 

themes that connected those attributes to the needs and wants of the artisan 

bakers and SMM audiences. We then explored those themes to develop a series 

of creative concepts that showcased competitive strengths that were natively 

rooted in the Dawn Foods brand. In showcasing the traits that Dawn lives every 

day, our focus was to ensure that the messages were authentic and the company 

could continually reinforce them through its normal course  

of business. 

STRATEGY

Research – What we did.

Down Selection – How did we do it?

In our process of ideation and creative concepting, we developed a variety of approaches 

from conservative to the unexpected and from natural to aspirational. By approaching the 

creative process from all aspects, we were able to develop different perspectives and various 

options for Dawn’s consideration and evaluation. We also considered different creative 

tactics that included, but were not limited to, competitor positions, vacant positions, marketing 

integrations, potential campaign extensions, cross promotions and more.



Disruptive products require a disruptive message that cuts through the clutter 

and addresses audiences with compelling messaging equally rooted in logic 

and emotion, and that builds from awareness, to interest, to adoption and 

later to brand advocacy. Elevation’s creative team believed Dawn’s new flavor 

compounds have the potential to deliver better products and help customers 

strengthen their businesses in a manner only a company of Dawn’s pedigree 

can deliver.

DELIVERABLES

Elevation’s creative team believed 
Dawn Foods can be revolutionary. 

“We loved the diversity of strategic 

approaches and disruptive creative thinking 

that Elevation delivered for Dawn Foods. 

Further, their campaigns pushed us creatively 

beyond the expected and the results from our 

validation testing only confirmed that thinking 

with stakeholders.” Ginger Hartwell, Global 

Brand Director, Dawn Foods



RESULTS

Concept 1: ‘Baker to Baker’ 

For this concept, Elevation directly addressed 

the target audiences in a manner designed 

to instill credibility by defining Dawn Foods 

as one of their own while also positioning 

the brand as empowering for bakers and 

showcasing quality and innovation. 

The Elevation team 
developed five concepts 
to inspire the evolution of 
“Secret Behind the Smile” 
for 2020 and Dawn’s 
100th anniversary.



RESULTS

Concept 2: ‘Hole Lot Better’ 

In this approach, the focus was on highlighting Dawn Foods’ 

expertise and innovation, featuring the all-natural compounds 

and icing in a fun, whimsical manner while also reinforcing the 

versatility and consistency of products available.



RESULTS

Concept 3: ‘Generations’ 

This creative concept was designed to 

highlight the company’s 100th anniversary 

and establish Dawn Foods as a never-

resting, forward-thinking brand that is also 

a family business of bakers with a solid 

history of innovation.



RESULTS

Concept 4: ‘Sour Flour Power’

This concept leveraged a fun, memorable 

approach that links Dawn Foods’ company 

history with new production innovations  

and nods to the 100th anniversary.



RESULTS

Concept 5: ‘Sourdough Boy’  

In this concept, Elevation positioned 

Dawn Foods to target audiences in an 

entirely new way by directly engaging 

the competition in an aggressive 

and totally unexpected manner — 

demonstrating confidence, a bit of 

swagger and a sense of humor.
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Elevation Marketing is one of the most dynamic, integrated 

B2B agencies in the U.S., and for good reason — our strategic, 

fully integrated approach aligns sales and marketing to 

deliver remarkable results for clients whose buying cycles, 

customer behaviors and channels to market are uniquely 

their own. Marketing B2B companies successfully requires 

deep understanding of the B2B space, a knack for compelling 

brand stories, and the ability to execute effectively when 

buyers are companies, not consumers. With proven B2B 

acumen, unparalleled research and exceptional creative 

design, we develop data-driven marketing strategies and 

build memorable brand experiences that empower lasting 

customer relationships for clients in every industry.

Top 20 

Interactive Marketing Firm
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